INTRODUCTION
Bottom-up evaluation of logic programs o ers well-known advantages over topdown: programs terminate if they have the nite term-depth property (as de ned in 17]); redundant subcomputations are eliminated; and non-strati ed programs can be evaluated according to the well-founded semantics without the possibly exponential number of negative contexts (see 3] ). Of course direct bottom-up evaluation is unacceptable for general query evaluation, since it evaluates all possible queries to a program. As a result, a persistent theme of logic programming research has been to investigate how to combine the advantages of bottom-up evaluation with the goal-orientation of top-down techniques. This e ort has led to many systems based on magic evaluation and related strategies (see 12] for a survey of such research).
The high speed of top-down engines, though, has sometimes been neglected in the literature. At least for loop-free, strati ed programs with few redundant subcomputations, top-down engines, such as those based on the WAM 20] , can be substantially faster than bottom-up engines. Thus, rather than adding goalorientation to a bottom-up engine, a natural approach to evaluating in-memory queries is to add bottom-up capabilities, or tabling, to a Prolog engine. The XSB system 14] follows this latter approach. The goal of XSB is to evaluate tabled predicates (using SLG resolution 3]) in approximately the same time as non-tabled predicates (using SLDNF). Based on our experience, it appears that the greatest e ciency gains under present technology can be made at the level of engine design. This article reports on engine enhancements for tabling that yield substantial performance improvements. Speci cally, we present results of experiments for reducing the time for an engine to access tabled information and more generally to access dynamically created facts.
Consider table access operations for de nite programs: Call Check/Insert When a tabled subgoal is called, a check must be made to see whether the subgoal is redundant or not. In the current version of the XSB system, this amounts to a variant check of whether the new subgoal is a variant of one that already exists in the table. If it is, the subgoal is termed a consumer and answer clauses are resolved against it. If not, the subgoal is termed a generator, entered into the table, and program clause resolution is used instead. We associate with each tabled subgoal a set of answers which are stored in the answer table associated with the subgoal. Answer Check/Insert When an answer is derived for a particular subgoal, a check is made to determine whether it has already been entered into the answer table for the subgoal. If it has, the derivation path fails, a vital step for ensuring termination. If not, the computation continues, and the answer is scheduled for return to the applicable consumer subgoals. Answer Backtracking When a consumer subgoal is created, it backtracks through answers in the table in the course of its evaluation. Observe that naive table lookups and inserts of calls and answers can result in repeatedly rescanning terms and thereby may degrade performance considerably. For in-memory computations, the goal of Prolog speed for tabled programs is only achievable if the above three operations are performed with very little overhead. Speci cally, in the case of the call check/insert step, a call to a tabled predicate must take nearly the same time as a call to a non-tabled predicate. Similarly, the time of answer check/insert should be small relative to the time required to derive an answer, since this operation occurs for each solution to a tabled predicate. And nally, backtracking through answer clauses must take roughly the same time as backtracking through unit program clauses. Needless to add, engine modi cations to enable e cient storage and retrieval of subgoals and answers in tables cannot compromise the performance of the system for any class of problems.
While compile-time approaches can partially alleviate these problems | for instance, such approaches can indicate which predicates should be tabled and which should not | their ultimate solution must be dynamic. We may thus speak of the Table Access Problem as one of designing e cient algorithms and data structures for accessing tabled data at the level of an evaluation engine. This problem is addressed in this article.
Our results regarding the Table Access Problem are as follows: First, we devise a trie-based method for storing subgoals and their answers in tables. Tries eliminate repeated rescanning of tabled terms during lookups and inserts. Second, using tries in conjunction with substitution factoring, a technique developed in this article, further reduces the overheads of answer lookup and insert operations. Third, we devise a technique for dynamically compiling tries, leading to the ability to backtrack through answer clauses at speeds comparable to compiled WAM code. As a nal result, we demonstrate the generality of these techniques by applying them to asserted facts and exhibiting signi cant speedups over existing methods. Triebased tabling, substitution factoring and compiled tries have been present in the XSB system since Version 1.4.2, and the option of tries for asserted facts has been present since Version 1.7. XSB has been installed in about a thousand sites for educational, research and commercial use, and runs under a variety of platforms.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: The next section describes triebased methods for storing subgoal and answer tables. In Section 3 we present the concept of substitution factoring. Implementation aspects of trie-driven tabling are discussed in Section 4. The technique of dynamically compiling tries is described in Section 5. In Section 6 we present performance results which provide strong evidence that our techniques can indeed allow tabled logic programs to achieve speeds comparable to Prolog programs. We conclude with a discussion of the relevance of this work to in-memory query optimization techniques. We assume knowledge of the WAM 20].
TABLING TRIES
We assume the standard de nitions of terms and the notions of substitution and subsumption of terms. A position in a term is either the empty string that reaches the root of the term, or p:i, where p is a position and i is an integer, that reaches the i th child of the term reached by p. The symbol t (possibly subscripted) denotes terms; f; g denote function symbols; and all capital letters (possibly subscripted) denote variables. We use the terms call and subgoal interchangeably, as well as the terms answer and return.
The trie data structure was originally invented to index dictionaries 7] and has since been generalized (as discrimination nets) to index terms (see 2] for use of tries in indexing logic programs and 1, 6, 8, 10, 15, 19] for automated theorem proving and term rewriting). We will use a variant of the discrimination net in 1] as the data structure for tabling calls and their answers. We refer to it as the tabling trie.
The essential idea underlying a tabling trie is to partition a set T of terms based upon their structure so that looking up and inserting these terms will be e ciently done. The tabling trie is a tree-structured automaton whose root represents a start state, and whose leaves each corresponds to a term in T. Each internal state speci es a position to be inspected in the input term when reaching that state. The outgoing transitions specify the function symbols expected at that position. A transition is taken if the symbol in the input term at that position matches the symbol on the transition. On reaching a leaf state we say that the input term matches the term associated with the leaf state. The root-to-leaf path taken to reach the leaf state corresponds to a left-to-right preorder traversal of the matching term. When no outgoing transition from a state can be taken, a lookup operation fails. On the other hand, for an insert operation we add an outgoing transition for the symbol and a new destination state for this transition. The position that will be associated with the new state is the next position in the preorder traversal of the input term. We illustrate the operations on a tabling trie using the example in Figure 2 .1. To look up the term rt(a,f(a,b),a) we begin at state s 1 . Since position 1 in the input term is a, we make a transition to state s 2 . In this state we inspect the next preorder position of the input (position 2) and make a transition to state s 3 . Transition from this state on seeing a (in position 2.1) leads to the state s 4 . Continuing thus we nally reach the leaf state s 6 and declare a match. To insert the term rt(a,g(b,c),c) we again start at state s 1 and make a transition to state s 2 .
Since there is no outgoing transition labeled g/1 we create a new transition for g/1 and a new destination state for this transition. In this new state we will inspect position 2:1 which is next in preorder traversal of the input term. Continuing in this fashion we will create three more new states (s 13 ; s 14 , and s 15 ) yielding the trie shown in Figure 2 Our point of departure from the trie formalism described in 1] is in our treatment of variables. Recall that our lookup/insert operations perform a variant check, i.e., two terms match if they are identical up to variable renaming. Performing a variant check for calls and answers, has advantages for a tabling system. A detailed discussion of the various issues involved can be found in 3], but we mention the two main advantages here. First, tabling based on variance can support Prologstyle meta-programming using builtin predicates such as var/1, and second, variant checks can be implemented very e ciently, as shown below.
To realize variant checks in our tabling trie we standardize the representation of a term to treat each variable as a distinct constant. Formally this can be done through a bijection, numbervar t from the set of variables in t, denoted by vars(t), to the sequence of constants h 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n i such that numbervar t (V ) < numbervar t (W ) if V is encountered before W in the left-to-right preorder traversal of t. For example in the term f(g(Y; Z); X; Z), numbervar t (X), numbervar t (Y ) and numbervar t (Z) are 3 ; 1 and 2 respectively. Let numbervar(t) denote the term t , where (V ) = numbervar t (V ) for every variable V in vars(t). Thus, numbervar(f(g(Y; Z); X; Z)) is f(g( 1 ; 2 ); 3 ; 2 ). Consequently, two terms are variants of each other if and only if numbervar(t 1 ) = numbervar(t 2 ).
Converting a term to standard form can be done concurrently with the process of lookup and insertion (Implementation details are in Section 4). As an example of this process, consider the addition of the term rt(a,f(b,X),X) to the trie of At this state there is no outgoing transition for a variable whose standardization is 1 (the only transition is labeled with 2 ), so a new transition labeled with 1 is created together with a new destination state, s 16 , for this transition yielding the trie shown in Figure 2 From these examples and the description above it is easy to see that: Proposition 2.1. For the subgoal and answer check/insert steps, each element of the input term is examined only once. In summary, we claim that trie-based tabling has two major advantages over hashbased tabling.
1. Complete discrimination. Tries completely discriminate between terms no matter where in a term the discriminating element lies. In contrast, if hashing is based on a limited pre x of the term, it will su er when the discriminating element is deeply nested. 2. Single pass check/insert. For the subgoal and answer check/insert, a single traversal of the term is necessary, regardless of whether the term needs to be copied into the table. In hash-based tabling lookup alone may require multiple passes over the term due to hash collisions. Furthermore, insertion will require a separate pass. Given the prevalence of these operations in a tabling system, the savings in time over a two-pass operation can be substantial. The above claims are substantiated in the performance results presented in Section 6, where it is also shown that use of the trie-based approach can save space over hash-based methods. The approach just described provides a useful optimization for lookup and insert operations in the call and answer tables. However, because it treats the two tables as independent entities, it does not exploit sharing of bindings between a speci c call and its answers. This sharing can be exploited by substitution factoring described in the following section.
SUBSTITUTION FACTORING
As mentioned in the introduction, we associate an answer To illustrate this, consider a subgoal p(f(X,Y),g(X)) with an answer p(f(a,b), g(a)). In this case the answer has six symbols, whereas the substitution has only two symbols. For an access operation on an answer, either check/insert or return, using substitution factoring only two symbols are traversed as opposed to six.
In terms of related work, substitution factoring bears a certain resemblance to the factoring of 9] (hereafter termed NRSU-factoring) in that both reduce the number of arguments copied into or out of a table. However, substitution factoring has di erent characteristics than NRSU-factoring, mainly because it is a dynamic rather than static technique. Whether a predicate is NRSU-factorable is undecidable in general; hence NRSU-factoring is applicable only to certain classes of Datalog programs. Consequently, substitution factoring may reduce arguments of predicates that are not reduced by NRSU-factoring. Furthermore, contrary to NRSU-factoring, substitution factoring is applicable to and can be very e ective for non-Datalog programs. On the other hand, 9] introduces additional optimizations based on the factored program which are not performed by substitution factoring. These optimizations can transform certain right and double recursions into left recursions, an important transformation not performed by substitution factoring.
IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS OF TABLING TRIES
Tabling tries are implemented by representing each state by a node, and transitions by pointers to nodes. The structures of subgoal and answer trie nodes are shown in Figure 4 .1 and are explained throughout this section.
The label on a transition is placed in the symbol eld of the node representing the destination state. The outgoing transitions from a node are traced using its rst child pointer and by following the list of sibling pointers of this child. Recall that in order to lookup or insert a term into a tabling trie, the term is traversed in preorder. If the symbol inspected in this traversal is the label of an outgoing transition from the current state, that transition is taken. Otherwise, a new destination state is created, and the transition to this state is taken. In the current implementation of tries in XSB, the matching outgoing transition is found using sequential search whenever the number of outgoing transitions from this state is small, otherwise hashing is used. Note that in this case hashing is always on a single symbol so that it is easy to achieve good discrimination. Hash collisions are reduced by dynamically expanding the hash tables.
Recall that terms inserted in the trie are standardized. This standardization process is performed while a term is inserted in the trie. The variables in the term are replaced by their numbervar values, by binding the dereferenced variable cell to a unique number, and tagging the cell with a type tag that is not otherwise used by the SLG-WAM. Using this single binding, non-linearity (i.e., repeated occurrences of the same variable) is handled without the need to check whether a variable has been previously encountered. The bindings are undone as soon as the insertion of the term in the trie is complete. In this manner, the numbervar bijection can be performed in a single pass of the input term.
Implementation of Substitution Factoring
In order to explain the implementation of substitution factoring, we brie y consider the creation of SLG-WAM choice points for calls to a tabled predicate; full details can be found in 13]. As does the WAM, the SLG-WAM creates a choice point by copying the program registers at the time of the call, including registers containing each argument of the subgoal (argument registers). If the subgoal is new to the evaluation, a generator choice point ( (a)). These pointers are obtained during the call check/insert operation; after this operation is completed other choice point cells are placed above the substitution factor. If the subgoal has already been encountered during the evaluation, answer resolution will be used instead of program clause resolution. In this case, a consumer choice point ( Figure 4.2(b) ) is created, which serves as an environment into which answers can be returned by means of an answer-return operation. Like the generator choice points, these consumer choice points contain a substitution factor. However because they are not used for program clause resolution, consumer choice points have no need for argument registers. The referents of the substitution factor reside either in the local or global stack. Bindings to these referents are trailed through forward execution, whether they are caused by program clause resolution (for a generator choice point) or answer clause resolution (for a consumer choice point). The values in the substitution factor variables are untrailed through backtracking just as argument cells would be in WAM execution. Trailing and untrailing in the SLG-WAM is beyond the scope of this paper and is explained in detail in 13]. When a new answer to a tabled subgoal is detected, the dereferenced values of the cells of the substitution factor from the generator choice point are copied directly into the table. Later, they will be loaded directly into the consumer choice points to return the answers. 
Returning Answers to Consumer Subgoals
Recall that in a tabling framework answers need to be returned to applicable consumer subgoals. Answer tries of subgoals for which new answers may be derived are termed incomplete (see 13]). Since answer insert and answer return operations can be interleaved, and new answers can be inserted anywhere in the trie, it is not possible to perform the answer-return operation by sequentially backtracking through such a trie starting from its root. Therefore, an explicit list of answers (uniquely identi ed by leaf nodes of the answer trie), has to be maintained. Alternatively, the list can be implemented by having the rst child eld of leaf answer nodes point to the next answer (as shown in 
Answer substitutions for p(f(X),g(Y)): are returned for incomplete answer tries by traversing this list, and, with the help of two stacks, a term stack and a uni cation stack, constructing the answers by a leaf-to-root traversal. To e ciently perform this latter traversal, every node of the answer trie maintains a back pointer to its parent node (denoted as parent pointer in Figure 4 .1). The answer return operation starts by pushing the substitution factor variables (in reversed order) into the uni cation stack. Then starting from the leaf node and following the parent pointers, the symbols in the branch from the leaf to the root are pushed into the term stack. On reaching the root of the answer trie, the substitution factor variables in the uni cation stack are uni ed with the terms constructed on the term stack. Note, however, that answers can be returned from a completed answer trie by sequentially backtracking from its root. Indeed, the WAM is a highly optimized engine for performing backtracking. To exploit this power of the WAM, we dynamically compile answer tries into WAM code as presented in the next section. The idea of compiling dynamically created terms has been around for quite some time in logic programming languages; for example it is used in some implementations of Prolog's assert/1. Recently, this idea has also been used in the context of general theorem proving to e ciently perform forward subsumption (i.e. pattern matching) of terms that are dynamically created 19].
DYNAMIC COMPILATION OF TRIES
We describe how answer tries are dynamically compiled into WAM-like instructions, called trie instructions. We refer to the tries that consist of these instructions as compiled tries, and to those described in Section 4.2 as interpreted tries 1 .
To motivate the new WAM instructions, we rst show how an answer trie can be represented as regular Prolog clauses. We then consider how WAM-style instructions might implement those clauses, and nally we create \mega"-instructions that constitute a space-e cient representation of answer tries. We use the following example throughout the development. Assuming that substitution factoring is employed, consider the answer trie of a subgoal that contains three variables shown in Figure We assume the existence of an array of registers and base the following discussion on two premises of Section 4. First, we assume that backtracking is only performed on completed tables, so that no answers will be added to a trie through which we are backtracking. Also, we assume that substitution factoring is performed. Operationally this means that when answer resolution is to be used for a subgoal with n distinct variables, the rst n registers have been initialized to hold these variables. This initialization can be easily performed while traversing the subgoal in the subgoal trie. (a) As facts.
(b) As \pre x-factored" clauses into a full-trie. here a try me else or a trust me else instruction. The second instruction is a get type instruction. The shift left instruction is not contained in the WAM. Its function is to shift all the registers to the left by some number of positions (here one). This function is needed to set up the arguments for the nal instruction, the execute, which branches to the next clause. Now consider the code for the rst clause of rt a/2, whose rst argument is a structure. Here again the rst instruction is a choice-point instruction, and the second instruction is a get structure instruction. Now however, the get structure is followed by a shift right instruction which shifts the registers right to make room for the arguments of the structure symbol; (the required number of positions is always one less than the arity of the structure symbol). The shift right instruction is followed by an argument-construction instruction, unify variable for each argument. Code segments like the ones in Figure 5 .3 will construct the answer one-at-atime on the stack through backtracking. For e cient implementation we coalesce these sequences of instructions into a single WAM-like instruction termed a trie instruction. The main reason for this coalescing is to reduce the space needed for the representation of these instructions in trie nodes (only one extra eld needs to be added to the format of the answer trie nodes of Figure 4 .1); this action however also has a small time performance improvement. Note that there are ve major parameters to a code segment:
1. the choice alternative; 2. the get type alternative; 3 3. the constant, structure symbol, or variable to match (Symbol); 4 4. the address of the next code segment down the trie (ContLabel); and, 5. the address of the alternative to try on failure (F ailLabel).
So, the general form of the trie instructions is:
trie choice type Symbol, ContLabel, FailLabel
Note how the three arguments of this instruction naturally correspond to the three elds (Symbol, First Child, and Sibling) of the answer trie nodes of Figure 4 .1.
Since each of the trie instructions may appear as the rst, an intermediate, the last, or the only instruction in a sequence of alternatives, we denote the choice possibilities as try, retry, trust, and do respectively. As for types, constants, structures, lists as well as uninstantiated ( rst occurrence) and instantiated (consequent occurrences of) variables should be handled. Figure 5 .4 presents the set of the trie instructions thus created. In the special case of answer tries whose subgoals have no variables, another trie instruction needs to be introduced, named trie proceed which has exactly the functionality of the WAM's proceed, namely setting the program register to the continuation register. The functionality of a proceed is also needed after the leaf of a trie is reached. As a concrete example of how the trie instructions are used, Figure 5 .5 shows the WAM code generated for the clauses of clauses of Figure 5 .1. For facts, the trie instruction has a ContLabel of proceed to indicate that the nal operation of the trie instruction should be that of a proceed WAM instruction rather than that of an execute. A slight optimization is to create specialized versions of trie instructions that encode the last operation as that of a proceed. Such instructions would be needed only for constants and variables.
The actions of the trie instructions are easily understandable if one thinks of them as macros that de ne WAM code segments like those of Figure 5 .3. For example, the three code segments of Figure 5 .3 present the operations performed (for some values of the parameters) by the trie try constant, trie trust constant, and trie try structure instructions, respectively. We note that the shift left and shift right operations could be implemented e ciently in an engine that stores the registers as an array, simply by modifying the base of that array. Alternatively, a separate array of pseudo-registers could be used for the trie instructions only, which would allow it to perform e ciently as a register stack. The latter is the implementation scheme chosen by XSB. Non-linearity is handled by adding another array to the WAM, called the var-array. The trie ? variable instructions initialize the indicated var-array entry on the heap, setting the top element of the register stack to point to it. The trie ? value instructions then unify the top register of the register stack with the indicated var-array variable.
The trie instructions presented are used in XSB not only for answer tries but for asserted facts. If trie instructions were used only for tabling with variant-checks for subgoals, substitution factoring would allow all uses of the get type subinstructions to directly bind their values, i.e. to run in write mode, rather than to perform uni cation. We also note that indexing is needed for the answer check/insert step as well as for asserted code. Accordingly, the set of trie instructions described in this section has been extended with two more hashing instructions to perform this indexing. While useful for not slowing down the answer check/insert step, the hashes do not provide any extra e ciency in answer backtracking once a subgoal is completed. Both the use of indexing and the provision of uni cation in get type subinstructions slightly complicate the dynamic compilation, and impose a small performance overhead which would be avoidable if answer tries and asserted facts did not use the same compilation mechanisms.
We end this section by stating a useful property of compiled tries. This property is based on the observation that all common pre xes of the terms in a trie are shared during execution of trie instructions. Property 5.1. When backtracking through the terms of a trie that is represented using the trie instructions, each edge of the trie is traversed only once.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Several optimization methods have been presented so far: the use of tries, of substitution factoring, and of dynamically compiling tabled terms into WAM-like code.
We rst discuss the performance on tabled evaluations of each of these optimizations, and then the advantages of using trie-like code in creating facts dynamically through a mechanism similar to Prolog's assert/1 5 .
6.1. Trie-based vs. Hash-based Table Structures For the subgoal check/insert step, the subgoal is hashed and compared against any other subgoal in the hash bucket, using a variant-check. If the subgoal is not present, it is entered into the chain of the proper hash bucket. Each subgoal has its own answer hash table which resembles the subgoal hash tables in its essential details, and also requires a variant-check in the case of hash collisions. Subgoals are hashed on the outer functor symbol of their rst argument, while answers are hashed on the combination of the outer functor symbols of all their arguments. Note that this latter method gives full indexing for Datalog terms. As a result, hash-based tabling consists of a quick insert, but a slow check if hash collisions occur. On the other hand, trie-based tabling consists of a relatively slower insert than the hash-based |it must set parent and sibling pointers| but combines the check and insert steps, and thereby may need to copy less information for answers. Substitution factoring has been implemented only in the trie-based methods, but its e ect will be isolated in Section 6.2.
We begin by comparing the hash-based methods to the interpreted tries. The rst set of tests use standard left ( Figure 6.1(a) ), and right ( Figure 6.1(b) ) recursive transitive closures. A Datalog binary tree was used as the EDB relation (shown in Figure 6.2(a) ). As an additional test, the tree was nested in a unary structure ( Figure 6.2(b) ). Uni cation factoring 5] was used to compile the structured EDB. Uni cation factoring processes the heads of the p/2 clauses into a non-deterministic net which, in this case, provides perfect indexing. The graph of Figure 6 For the Datalog cases, and especially for left recursion, times for hash and tries are generally similar, with tries having a slight advantage for large data sets where the e ect of hash collisions is more noticeable. However, as soon as discriminating information is nested within structures, the times for tries become far more e cient than those for hashing. This divergence is due to the trie's ability to e ectively index subgoals and answers on constants within the symbol f/1 in the structured data, an ability not shared by hash-based tabling. This point is further substantiated in the following section.
Measuring the E ects of Substitution Factoring
In order to isolate the e ect of substitution factoring, we statically factor a left recursive program (shown in Figure 6 .1(c)) in a manner similar to NRSU-factoring.
Note that given a query ?-a(f ree), the program of Figure 6 .1(c) will perform exactly the same subgoal check/insert, answer check/insert and answer backtracking operations as the program in Figure 6 .1(a) when substitution factoring is performed. Given the same p/2 relation as in the previous section, we would expect the trie-based engine with substitution factoring to exhibit no speedup, while the hash-based engine to exhibit a speedup due to substitution factoring. As expected, static factoring shows no speedups over dynamic factoring for the trie-based emulators in either table below (rows labeled Trie Speedup, Tables 6.1 and 6.2). For the hash-based emulators, the e ects are substantial, especially for the non-Datalog program (rows Hash Speedup). The e ect of substitution factoring causes the times for the hash-based emulator to become identical to that of the trie-based emulator for Datalog programs (last row of Table 6 .1). However, for non-Datalog programs the trie-based emulator is linear in the size of the binary tree while the hash-based emulator shows a marked quadratic factor (as shown by their comparison in last row of Table 6 .2). Thus, with substitution factoring, the hash-based emulator is comparable to the trie-based emulator for the Datalog programs, but the ability of tries to discriminate information nested within a term is clearly important for structured data. 
Compiled vs. Interpreted Tries
The preceding performance sections compare a hash-based implementation to a triebased implementation without dynamic compilation. We now compare interpreted tries to compiled tries. Dynamic compilation of tries can be expected to improve the speed of answer backtracking, but to slow down the answer check/insert operation. (Since backtracking through tabled subgoals is never done in a pure tabled evaluation, the subgoal trie is never dynamically compiled).
The E ects of Dynamic Compilation on Answer Backtracking. The rst two columns of Table 6 .3 show times required to backtrack through various sets of dynamically created terms using an open call (a call containing distinct variables as arguments). Speci cally, the rst column presents the time to retrieve answers from a completed table by interpreted tries, and the second column by compiled tries. For comparison, we provide times for asserted code in XSB and Quintus (recall from Section 5 that compiled trie code performs uni cation). XSB dynamically compiles asserted code into WAM instructions and for unit clauses the result of the dynamic compilation is nearly identical to a static compilation. Quintus indexes asserted code as compiled, but performs variable bindings for asserted code in an interpretive manner. (Quintus compiled code is 2-3 times faster than asserted for unit clauses) 6 .
We may de ne a common pre x measure for a set, S, of terms as 1 ? number of transitions in the trie for S sum of the sizes of the terms in S For Table 6 .3 the common pre x measure ranges from about 91% (for the structured data in the second to last row), to no sharing at all (the unary, 10-ary, and 100-ary Datalog terms in rows 1, 4, and 5).
As expected, the performance of compiled tries increases with the common pre x measure. In the admittedly extreme case of p(f(...(f(i)))) in the second to last row, compiled tries achieve speed-ups of 4 times over tries without code. However, when the common pre x measure is low, the performance of compiled tries is slightly slower than that of interpreted tries, especially for terms that contain structures. In the case of p(f(i,2,...,10)) the slowdown is due to the fact that compiled tries e ectively perform the transformation p(f(i,2,...,10)) :-p(i,2,...,10). so that variables within the f/10 structure lie below the last choice point. These variables must be present as cells within the choice point and must also be trailed. In contrast, the other methods recreate the f/10 structures on the heap. A second point is that for a binary tree, compiled tries will execute about twice the number of choice point instructions as the other methods. (Compiled tries will execute a choice point instruction for every edge of the tree, while the other methods will execute an instruction for every leaf of the tree). However this trade-o of choice points for binding generally seems to be bene cial, according to results in 5] for static code. The E ects of Dynamic Compilation on Answer Check/Insert. Having compared the performance of accessing compiled and interpreted answers we next measure the time required for creating the trie data structures. Clearly creation time is a critical factor since the code generation phase is performed during query evaluation. Tables 6.4 generation phase using the left ( Figure 6.1(a) ) and right recursive ( Figure 6.1(b) ) transitive closure predicates on Datalog chains. As the times show, the extra code generation phase incurs only a minimal overhead (less than 5%) to the Table creation times with and without compilation (using right recursion). ever used; they thus provide an upper-bound of the actual cost of code generation. In cases where the derivation of answers for a table involves resolution with answers from other already completed tables, the overhead from code generation is usually balanced by the speedup in the time to access these answers.
Analysis of Space Requirements
In this section we analyze space usage on a practical example. In 11] it was shown that model checking of concurrent systems can be implemented using XSB's tabling. Furthermore, it was shown that the resulting system is comparable in both time and space to systems that have been specially designed for model checking. Table 6 .6 compares either the number of trie nodes (in trie-based methods) or the summed term size of calls and answers (in the hash-based methods) using various table access methods. In particular, hash-based tables are compared to trie-based tables, both with and without substitution factoring. The programs analyzed are sieve, which traverses the states for a concurrent system in which a generator process and six tester processes communicate along a linear chain; and leader which veri es that a leader election algorithm will always choose a unique leader in a two process system. The information in Table 6 .6 was obtained in two steps. The rst step evaluated the queries in order to construct completed tables for leader and sieve. The space requirements of each con guration of table access methods was then determined by XSB programs that analyzed the completed tables. We note that the sizes of these examples are limited by the analysis programs, rather than by the underlying engine. As presented in 11], a state of a concurrent system can be represented as a logical term. Such a term may be lengthy, but \similar" states may share a common pre x when represented as terms. Table 6 .6 re ects this sharing through the size reduction of the trie-based methods over the hash-based methods. In leader, highly instantiated tabled subgoals are called, so that substitution factoring provides a signi cant reduction in space requirements for hashing. Much of the instantiated portion of these subgoals, however, occurs in their leftmost pre x. As a result, substitution factoring leads to smaller space savings for the tries, since the leftmost pre x is factored into the top of a trie. However, if substitution factoring is not used, the top of a trie will need to be traversed at each answer check/insert operation and each answer backtracking operation, so that substitution factoring has a bene cial e ect on the execution time of leader (this e ect is not measured in this section). Table 6 .6 measures the sizes of hashed terms and of tries, but does not indicate how much space the tables will use in a functioning system. To obtain this information, indexing must be taken into account, along with the actual space requirements for terms which may vary according to whether the terms are compiled or interpreted. Disregarding index sizes for a moment, the actual space requirements of the terms themselves can be easily approximated using the following assumptions. We assume that each constant, variable or function symbol of hashed term requires 1 word when interpreted. When hashed answer tables are compiled, we assume that two words are required per symbol (as in the WAM). We further note that interpreted tries require 4 words per node and that compiled answer tries require 5 words per node. Table Access Con gurations (Not Including Indexing Space) Table 6 .7 indicates that (interpreted) tries with substitution factoring give the best space utilization for storage of tabled subgoals and answers, disregarding indexing. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the tries require almost no space for indexing as measured via hashing instructions (as de ned in Section 5) | in XSB only 16 words are required over both examples. It can be expected that hash-based methods will require far more index space for even moderate discrimination of terms, so at least for this example, tries outperform hash-based methods in terms of space.
Tries for Asserted Terms
Compared to asserted code, compiled tries provide good speed for answer backtracking as presented in Section 6.3. They can also utilize space well compared to compiled hash-based methods as shown in the previous section. When unit clauses are dynamically compiled and asserted, their internal representation resembles that of hashed, compiled, answer clauses. It is thus natural to explore the use of tries to store dynamically created facts outside of tabling.
As a last set of benchmarks, we compare the time needed to assert a set of terms (using Prolog's assert/1) with the time needed to create them as compiled tries. Tables 6.8 As shown in Tables 6.8 and 6.9, storing terms as code in trie-based answer tables is about 10-20 times faster than using Prolog's assert/1. Note that all these terms are perfectly indexed on their rst argument. As soon as the discriminating information is nested within structures and hash collisions start to occur with the use of assert/1, storing the terms in the trie-based table structures exhibits an even bigger performance improvement. Table 6 .10 shows that the use of tables for storing dynamic terms in the presence of hash collisions is faster than assert by two orders of magnitude. Similar results were obtained in BIMprolog release 4.1.0. Given the competitive retrieval speed of tries, their complete discrimination, and their superior creation time, they are a useful alternative to asserted code for sets of dynamic data when the order of the terms in the sets need not be preserved. Because of these advantages dynamic unit clauses can be asserted in XSB (Version 1.7 and later) using either conventional assert/1 or assert/1 using trie-based data structures. The choice is speci ed on a predicate basis, by using a directive such as :-index(p/1,trie). Dynamic code asserted using trie-based data structures can be retracted or abolished just as with conventional dynamic code using Prolog's retract/1 or abolish/1. Execution of asserted code uses the same instructions as answer backtracking in completed tries. 
DISCUSSION
The trie-based approach with which we address the table access problem has important properties in its ability to index data of di erent forms, and in its single pass check/insert operation. When extended with substitution factoring this approach provides dynamic argument reduction, and indeed, reductions within complex terms. Further, when tries are dynamically compiled, their access time and space usage compares well with WAM code, and the amount of binding on backtracking can in some cases be greatly reduced.
This approach re ects the dynamic nature of subgoal and answer creation, a characteristic which distinguishes the results of this article from other recent work. Fundamentally, tabling tries must partition dynamically changing sets of terms. In contrast, the uni cation factoring automata of 5] compiled a static set of program clause heads into a trie-like structure for which optimality properties were proven. Finally, as mentioned in Section 3, both the dynamic nature of substitution factoring and its applicability to non-Datalog programs separates it from static methods such as NRSU factoring.
As mentioned earlier, our tabling tries are variants of discrimination nets. In particular, the call and incomplete answer tries can be viewed as discrimination nets over ground terms. However, the relationship between a completed answer trie and a discrimination net is a little subtle. First, our completed answer tries are compiled whereas traditionally discrimination nets have been interpreted. Secondly, our completed tries perform uni cation operations (in order to implement asserted code) whereas discrimination nets do match operations.
Our work is orthogonal to that reported in 13], which described the SLG-WAM as a whole, but did not examine table access mechanisms and substitution factoring in depth, or consider compiled tries. While our approach has been developed for the XSB system, we believe that tabling tries and substitution factoring may also prove useful to other systems that already have or will incorporate some sort of tabling.
The concept of trie data structures has been around for a while. In fact, it is the data structure of choice in high performance automated theorem provers and term rewriting systems. However seamless adaptation of tries to a WAM engine through development of techniques for a tight integration (such as substitution factoring, dynamic compilation) collectively distinguishes our implementation from those used in the above areas.
Little else has been published concerning algorithms for table access, although 16] and 18] describe structure-sharing algorithms for tabling in the context of an evaluation engine. While useful bounds can be derived for the amount of copying needed by a structure-sharing approach, such approaches may be subject to high constant overheads, and in any case do not appear suitable for a WAM-based implementation. In general, implementing logic as needed by deductive databases is a di cult task, and one for which a complete solution | that evaluates inmemory queries as well as a programming language, and queries to disk-resident data as well as a database system | is not yet at hand. Under various guises, the table access problem is central to deductive databases. The performance of the trie-based approach gives reason to expect that it will form a part of future tabled logic programming systems and deductive databases as it does in present versions of XSB.
